
**Data Sharing Statement**

**Data**

**Data available:** Yes

**Data types:** Deidentified participant data, Data dictionary

**How to access data:** De-identified data and replication files (including scripts and computational notebooks) are available on the Open Science Framework: [https://osf.io/ca3pe/](https://osf.io/ca3pe/). The stable DOI for the repository is: DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/CA3PE.

**When available:** With publication

**Supporting Documents**

**Document types:** Statistical/analytic code

**How to access documents:** Replication files (including scripts and computational notebooks) are available on the Open Science Framework: [https://osf.io/ca3pe/](https://osf.io/ca3pe/).

**When available:** With publication

**Additional Information**

**Who can access the data:** De-identified data and replication files will be publicly available.

**Types of analyses:** For any purpose.

**Mechanisms of data availability:** Without investigator support.